For convenience we suppose that the inverse of a generator is a generator.)
A group is said to be computable if it has a recursive realization { S, x}-i.e. it is isomorphic to the group formed by a recursive subset 5 of the positive integers and a recursive function x(7 j) on 5 that satisfies the group multiplication axioms. Proof.
Consider some recursive realization, {S, x} ol a given finitely generated computable group. Let s{ he the element of 5 corresponding to the generator g,. For any word W = o-aGb • ■ az one can effectively compute the integer w = sa X sb X • • • X sz.
As two such words, W and W1, are equivalent if and only if w = w1, our group has a solvable word problem with respect to the given set of generators. Conversely suppose that a group has a solvable word problem with respect to some finite set of generators {gx, ■ ■ ■ , gm}.
One can effectively list the words on {ax, ■ ■ ■ ,am} lexicographically; since the word problem is solvable one can even do this omitting any word that represents the same group element as some word already listed:
Wx, W2, Wi, ■ ■ ■ . Let 5 be the set of indices in this list (it is either the positive integer or a finite segment thereof).
For any i and j define x(i, j) as:
(uk){ Wk represents the same group element as WiWj).
Clearly {S, x} is a recursive realization of our group. Remark 1. One can replace "group" by "semigroup" throughout the above theorem and its proof.
Remark 2. As noted in [l], our theorem implies that "having a solvable word problem" is a property of the group and not of the manner in which it is presented.
